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SETTING THE STAGE LANGUAGE QUALITY 
MANAGEMENT IN ILSAs 



HISTORICALLY, 
 participation in high-stakes tests presupposes 
 proficiency in the dominant language (Imperial examination) 
 or in a scholarly language (Latin in European universities) 

 Austro-Hungarian Empire fostered equality of languages,  
but with different contents in different languages 

 Proponents of similar approaches in 20th and 21st century: 
Triandis, H.C. (1964; 1972, 1976); Bonnet, G. & De Glopper, C. (2003); 
 Boenhke, K. et al – emic approach (2014) 

 



EARLY COMPARATIVE SURVEYS 

 IEA Pilot Project (1959-1961) 

 Political Attitudes and Democracy in Five Nations  
(G. Almond and S. Verba, 1963) 

 IEA Cross-national Study of Mathematics (1964) 

 IEA Six Subject Study (1970-1971) 



MILESTONES 

 In the late 60s: “test translation changes test difficulty to the extent 
that comparisons across language groups may have limited validity” 

 In the 70s: linguistic quality control methods are introduced,  
e.g. back translation (Brislin,1970, 1976, 1986) 

 new insights are gained in how and why different forms of 
adaptation (to local context and usage) affect measurement 

 A good summary of breakthroughs: Adapting Achievement 
Tests into Multiple Languages … (Hambleton, 2002) 

 



FIRST COMPARATIVE SURVEYS WITH LQC 

 IALS (1994-1998) – adults 16-65 from 22 countries 
“data that were comparable across cultures and languages” 

  

 TIMSS (1995) – 500,000 students from 3 grades and 45 countries 
“rigorous procedures have been developed for the direct and 
inverse translation of the items into the different languages of the 
participating countries, in order to ensure the levels of difficulty are 
maintained, over and above the specific language used for the test” 
  



PISA 2000 
 Aletta GRISAY: experience in surveys, in linguistics, and in working 
with data : a bridge between IRT and language experts 

 cApStAn: selection of language professionals with 

Teaching experience (school setting) 
Translation experience (from ENG/FRA ) 

 TAV Guidelines: collaborative effort, external  
 validation; reference to ITC guidelines (1997) 

                                   No tools yet 
 





PREREQUISITES 
For standardised 
feedback on translations 
and adaptations 



PREREQUISITES 

 A set of criteria 

 A common understanding of these criteria 

 A method to report on the extent to which criteria are met 

 A framework that is usable for linguists/reviewers 

 A link between criteria and corrective action 

 Feedback meaningful for test developers/psychometricians 

 



MUST HAVES IN ILSA-SPECIFIC TQM FRAMEWORK 
 Clear, easily accessible TAV notes (item-by-item) 

 Train the trainer approach for translator training 

 Verifier training 

 Ownership >< Traceability 

 Documentation 
FT Verification statistics per version 
FT Verification statistics per item 

 Process for FT to MS revisions to master + changes in nat’l versions 

workflows & procedures 



DIRECT ASSESSMENT VERSUS QQ 

Cognitive Assessments 

 measure knowledge and skills 

 focus on level of difficulty 

 Maintain same quantity and 
quality of information, same clues 

 Adaptation: maintain register, 
matches & patterns, distractors 

  

Background Questionnaires 

 collect data on background variables 

 focus on unambiguous formulation 
and clarity 

 Ask the same question 

 Adaptations to local context 
(ISCED, LANG, country-specific 
wealth indicators) 



METHODOLOGY 
What metrics are most 
suitable to report on 
Translation Quality in ILSAs 



LQC 

Verification by linguists 
(or by pairs: linguist  

plus domain specialist) 

Documentation of 
deviations (verifier 

intervention categories) 

Monitoring of corrective 
action (final check) 

Analysis of FT results 

Quantitative and 
qualitative reports 

Defining Linguistic Quality Control 
in the ILSA setting: 
 
Check whether translated/adapted 
versions of data collections comply 
with general TA guidelines and item-
specific TA notes  
 
Report deviations as well as risks 
(potential equivalence issues) 
 
Propose, implement and follow up 
corrective action 



SEVERITY CODES (IEA) 

 Simple set of codes 
 

 In practice, difficult to 
standardise perception of 
the level of deviation 

  

1. Major Change or Error:  
e.g. incorrect order of choices in MCQ; omission of a 
question;  
incorrect translation which changes the meaning or difficulty 
of the passage or question 

2. Minor Change or Error:  
e.g. spelling errors that do not affect comprehension.  

3. Suggestion for Alternative:  
translation may be adequate, but you suggest a different 
wording. 

4. Acceptable Change:  
change is acceptable and appropriate.  
E.g. a reference to winter is changed from Jan to Jul for SH 

1?   In case of Doubt: not sure what code to apply 
=> use “1?”, so that no serious issue is left unaddressed. 

  



SEVERITY CODES 

 Difficult to escape verifier effect 

 Digits may give impression of objectivity 

 Experiments w/ double verification show variance between 
verifiers having received the same training & instructions 

 Several Translation Evaluation frameworks combine severity and 
taxonomy  (e.g. PIAAC Cycle 1 or Lionbridge) 



VERIFIER INTERVENTION CATEGORIES (LIONBRIDGE) 
In this model, weighted severity is calculated 

automatically: 
 

critical error = 5 minor errors 
major error = 2 minor errors 
minor error = 1 minor error 



Widely used to 
evaluate translators 

rather than to 
evaluate linguistic 

equivalence of target 
with source 



VERIFIER INTERVENTION 
CATEGORIES (CAPSTAN) 

 In PISA 2006 FT, verifiers commented on 
issues identified, with special focus on 
potential equivalence issues 

 5,380 verifier comments, covering  
42 national versions in 36 languages for 
38 countries, were analysed and 
described with key words: 

 A taxonomy of verifier intervention 
categories was developed:  

 



VERIFIER INTERVENTION CATEGORIES (CAPSTAN) 

 Verifiers were trained to use these categories 

 Scroll-down menus were introduced 

 formulas embedded in the worksheets 



VERIFIER INTERVENTION CATEGORIES PER TEST UNIT 



MQM ERROR TYPOLOGY 

 Multidimensional Quality Metrics (MQM) 

 Flexible framework for the definition of custom metrics for 
the assessment of TQ.  

 Multiple levels of granularity 

 Provides a way to describe LQA systems, exchange 
information between them, and embed that information in 
XML or HTML5 documents 



• Completeness 
• Legal Requirements 
• Locale-specific content 

• Addition 
• Mistranslation 
• Omission 
• Untranslated 

• Grammar 
• Grammatical register 
• Inconsistency 
• Spelling 
• Typography 
• Unintelligible 



The TAUS Dynamic Quality Framework (DQF) Error Typology is a 
recognized subset of MQM, developed and maintained by the 
Translation Automation User Society based on input from its members. 

www.taus.net 



THEORY OF TEST TRANSLATION ERROR (SOLANO-FLORES ET AL) 

 Solano-Flores, G., Contreras-Niño, L. A., & Backhoff, E. (2005). 
The Mexican translation of TIMSS-95: Test translation lessons from 
a post-mortem study. Paper presented at the meeting of the National 
Council on Measurement in Education. Montreal, Quebec, Canada 

  

 Conceptually very satisfying 
 Resource-intensive and time-consuming 
 Works best for post hoc verification 

  



CHALLENGES AND TENSIONS 
 Tension between budget and quality requirements (e.g. PIAAC, PISA) 

 Insufficient attention given to existing resources on known issues (new teams 
want to implement new revisions) 

 Without thorough project management, multiple revision layers add more 
time and cost than value 

 automated checks save time and increase accuracy – but project-specific 
rules, glossaries,  style guides etc. need to be prepared in advance 

 Deliverables are the result of a collaborative effort:  
verifiers and reviewers of verification feedback focus on different areas 



CONCLUSIONS WHERE DO WE GO 
FROM HERE? 



EXPORT, ANALYZE, EDIT, IMPORT BACK 
 Test delivery platforms are not TQM systems 

 ILSAs:  a mix of professional and non-professional players 

 Proposed solution:  

 A) interaction between platform developer and translation technologist 

 B) export in a standard format (XLIFF) 

 C) analysis, QA checks, edits & documentation in dedicated TQM environment 

 D) import back 

 



USER MANAGEMENT IN DEDICATED QA PLATFORM 

1. Verifier(s) 

2. Verification reviewer (LQC organisation) 

3.  Translation team  (National Centre)  

4.  Appointed Referee  
  

 All successive stages saved and locked 

Project 
manager 0. 



ALL THE METRICS IN ONE PLACE 

 A value is assigned to each intervention category 

 Can be combined with severity (critical, major, minor) 

 Quality evaluation in real time 

 Dashboard 

 Statistics and documentation can be consulted by all & exported 

 A range of proxy indicators can be construed 

  



(Customizable) 
Verifier Intervention 

Categories 
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Emulation of 
track changes 
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Automatically 
generated 

scores 
Automatically 

generated scores 
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OUTLOOK 

 More automated QA for segments not linked to measurement 

 (combined with in-depth verification of representative sample?) 

 Focussed verification of pre-defined key segments 
Linked to a shift towards more upstream preparation work 

 More work to be done on relation between important segments 

 Various combined TE scores, frequency tables 



THANK YOU VERY MUCH steve.dept@capstan.be 
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